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Objectives for today’s brief discussion
Provide brief updates and information to Parent Leaders on:
•

Where we are right now with Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) and the
major changes we should expect in the months and years to come

•

What members of the DOE community can do now to prepare for ESSA

•

Resources available on ESSA

Note: This presentation is not final and reflects understanding of NYSED’s ESSA
plan as of January 2018. The presentation will continue to be updated as we
learn more information.
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Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA)
Federal

Reauthorizes the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act
(ESEA) of 1965 [last
reauthorization: No Child Left
Behind (NCLB) of 2002]
Asks states to create systems
and plans for school
evaluation, funding, and
improvement

State

Puts forward a plan for
implementation of federal ESSA
statute, including priorities and
policies for accountability; school
improvement; standards and
testing; instructional practice;
stakeholder engagement;
educator development; and
funding transparency

Local

Prepares for and
implements provisions of
the State’s plan for ESSA
at the local level
Expands awareness and
understanding around key
tenets of the federal law
and State plan
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Why does ESSA matter?
ESSA pertains to:
✓ How we fund schools
✓ How we consider school
performance and
student achievement
✓ How we think about
equity of resources
✓ How we drive
excellence across our
schools and system
What else?
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The State will measure schools and districts annually
based on a variety of indicators – some new, some that we
already know:
Indicator

Elem & Middle
Schools

High
Schools

Achievement in ELA and Math

✓

✓

Growth in ELA and Math

✓
✓

Graduation rates (incl. 5- and 6-year)
Science Achievement

✓

✓
✓

Social Studies Achievement

ELL progress toward proficiency

✓

✓

Chronic Absenteeism

✓

✓
✓

College, Career, & Civic Readiness
ELA/Math progress toward goals
Out of School (Superintendent’s)
Suspensions

✓

✓

✓

✓

High School Readiness

✓
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The State will make some important changes to testing as
ESSA is implemented over the next several years.

Assessments will be based on Next Generation
Learning Standards in ELA, Math, and Science,
beginning in Spring 2021.

Testing time is reduced from 3 days to 2 days starting
this school year.

Federal law requires 95% of students in tested grades
and subgroups to take the appropriate tests. SED will
incorporate untested students into school
accountability determinations.
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The State will ask teachers and leaders for their voices in
helping all schools to be ready for success.

The State is asking school districts to recognize
effective educators and is placing a priority on
making sure that all students have access to
excellent teachers.
The State is looking at how it cultivate teacher and
principal leadership through the creation of
leadership continuum pathways.
The State will consider changes to field, placement,
and mentoring requirements for prospective
teachers to ensure readiness and to foster a
diverse teaching workforce.
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The state will use a new approach and new labels when
designating low-performing schools for improvement.
Current
Designation

New
Designation

“Reward”

“Recognition”

“Good Standing”

Same:
“Good Standing”

“Local Assistance
Plan” (LAP)

Does Not Exist

“Focus”

“Targeted Support &
Improvement”
(“TSI”)

“Priority”

“Comprehensive
Support &
Improvement”
(“CSI”)

“Receivership”

Same:
“Receivership”

Data Year
2017-18

Determination Year
2018-19

Implementation
2019-20 Year
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The State will release data and reports to provide a more
thorough picture of each child’s school, and ask for
parent voice in making schools better.

New Reports

School-Level Per-Pupil
Funding

Family Voice and
Engagement

Showing new accountability
data, as well as “Opportunity
to Learn” measures on
access to rigorous, highquality learning opportunities;
Showing distribution of
teachers with their
experience and backgrounds

Outlining how much each
district and school is spending
per student and from what
source

School improvement plans
(S/CEPs) must continue to
detail stakeholder involvement
in their development, and
parents and students will have
an increased say in
improvement plans in lowestperforming schools
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Phew, that was a lot of information!
Let’s start with questions: turn and talk in groups of about 5 or so people.

What questions do you have?
As a group, you can write up maximum 5 questions total. Feel free to distribute
them as you wish – you can put 1 in each category from the ESSA fact sheet, all
5 questions in 1 category, whatever you’d like!
We’ll go through and answer as many questions as we can now. What we can’t
answer we’ll continue to build into our Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)
documents.
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What are your biggest takeaways?
If you could only tell your fellow
Parent Leaders or fellow Parents 3
things from tonight’s
presentation, what would they be?
List them in order of importance. Work in small
groups. We will share our if we have time before
we end tonight.
Not sure yet? That’s ok! Either:
• Write down your questions on a big piece of
paper
• Flag us down and we can answer things as
well
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Process Moving Forward
• January 2018: Federal government provides feedback and final approval

2018

to the State for ESSA plan.

• March 2018: The State begins to update regulations, legislation, rules, and

guidance in line with approved ESSA plan.

DOE
engagement of
Central,
District/Field,
and Schoolbased
leadership and
staff on ESSA
Awareness
(December 2017
– February 2018)

• Spring 2018: Schools administer state assessments, the results of which

will be used in initial accountability determinations under ESSA.
• December 2018: First accountability designations under new accountability

system (Comprehensive Support and Improvement, or CSI; Targeted
Support and Improvement, or TSI) are released.
• Winter/Spring 2019: CSI/TSI schools plan school improvement efforts

2019

under new designations.
• Fall 2019: CSI/TSI schools launch new school improvement efforts in SY’

2019-20.

DOE
begins deeper
training on
metrics and
accountability
with school and
district staff,
and expands
awareness with
families,
community, and
the public
(Spring 2018)
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Key Messages for Schools
During Learning and Awareness Building: December 2017 – February 2018

• The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) begins to take effect this school year. This
school year, we are preparing and communicating with our district and school communities
to prepare for next year’s implementation of ESSA.

• Data from this school year (SY’ 2017-18) will be used for initial school accountability
designations under ESSA in SY’ 2018-19. The state will use outcomes and data from state
assessments taken in Spring 2018, as well as high school graduation rates from SY’ 2016-17.

• Current school accountability designations - Priority and Focus - will be replaced by
“Comprehensive Support and Improvement” (CSI) and “Targeted Support and Improvement”
(TSI), respectively. These designations will first be made in approx. December 2018, and new school
improvement initiatives will begin at designated schools in September 2019.

• You can take steps now to help your school succeed under ESSA accountability by putting in
extra focus toward moving students to proficiency – from Level 1 to 2, Level 2 to 3, and Level 3 to 4 –
including by working on data inquiry in school teams and encouraging all students to participate in
exams.

• Separate from but related to ESSA – the State has adopted Next Generation Learning Standards
(NGLS), which are to be fully implemented by SY’ 2020-21. The next round of ESSA accountability
designations (released approx. Dec. 2021) will be based on NGLS-aligned assessments administered
in Spring 2021. DOE will work with the State to build awareness and capacity for NGLS.

• To learn more about ESSA and what it means for schools, please see online monographs developed
by the State for educator and parent audiences, and invite DOE staff and Parent Leaders to attend
webinars and borough info sessions in Jan/Feb 2018.
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Join us for ESSA
Awareness Briefings!
In Every Borough and
Online
(See Handout)

Sign up at
bit.ly/ESSAsignup
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State ESSA Monographs for Parents
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THANK YOU!
If you have a quick 1-2 minutes, please provide us with your feedback on
tonight’s presentation at:

bit.ly/ESSAexitticket
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